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DEBASEMENT

COLLAPSE
Our debt is to roar like deep sirens vociferous in the fogs of philistinism in storm and stress. A poet is always in debt to the universe, paying a percentage in pain and distress.

I feel Soviet like a factory producing happiness I don’t want to be picked like a flower in a field, after my labours. I want to sweat in debates for the State Plan with no annual quotas.

The word of a poet—
is your resurrection, your immortality, citizen clerk!
1) Краснодарец, заруби себе на носу, вон что цыган и вранели народу получил.
2) Землю Народу
3) Рабочему свободу
4) Бездомным по жизни
5) Голодным лицу
6) Такая бедогрязьсина не покорится ей
HOW ARE VERSES MADE?

Vladimir Mayakovsky

Translated with an introduction and notes by George Hyde
Drawings by Mayakovsky for the production of The Bath House.

Three scenes from Meyerhold's production of 'The Bath-house', Moscow, 1930. The designers of the costumes and sets were A. Denisov and S. Vahtangov.
As they say,
the incident is closed.
Love’s boat has
crashed on
philistine reefs.
It would be useless
making a list
of who did what to whom.
We shared weapons
and wounds.

To those who remain – I wish happiness.

Vladimir Mayakovsky
12/4/30
THE AUTHOR

Was born in 1901, and spent his childhood and youth in Durham mining villages. He was educated at elementary and secondary schools. Began work in the local council office, then after some years of local government service he became particularly interested in town and country planning, and has since specialised in it. Has designed regional planning schemes in various parts of the country, specially round London and Liverpool (but has seen most of them shelved, as plans generally are in England). In 1932 wrote Town and Countryside, setting out suggestions for a new approach to English planning problems. Subsequently published English Panorama, and other books. The author is now Lecturer in Architecture and Town Planning at King's College, Durham University, and is also in practice as a planning consultant.
The Anatomy of the Village

by Thomas Sharp
After the renaissance, darkness again and a nightmare. In Victorian England (for the most part) "the idea of the town as a focus of civilization, as the witness of the beauty and order and freedom that men can bring into their lives, had vanished from all minds."

26. (Opposite) Industrial Scene, Crook, Co. Durham
27. (below) Middlesborough  28. (Bottom) Bylaw Street, anywhere
2. KINETIC ESSENCES

By way of introduction it may be as well to start with an example which gives the very essence of townscape in a small space. Oxford provides such an example, and one of tremendous character, with three notable buildings seen in swiftly changing relation in a distance of no more than fifty yards at the north end of Carte Street.

At the beginning of the short street, by its junction with New College Lane, the only building to be seen on the west side is the noble cube of the old Bodleian; but, advancing a little along the eastern pavement, one sees first the rotunda of the Radcliffe Camera and the upper spire of the University Church, then the dome of the Camera coming into view. Then, as the vast bulk of the rotunda emerges and separates from the Bodleian, the tower of the church also emerges. Cube, cylinder, cone, the pure, prime, elemental forms, are suddenly juxtaposed, or rather, with a rapidity that is almost suddenness, deploy out from each other in a series of effects that is architecturally sensational. Although each of these three buildings is in its own way as sophisticated a piece of architecture as one is likely to get in England, the experience of seeing them in this series of relations is elemental, beyond the power of ordinary words or still photographs to describe. Here in the space of a few seconds is a great aesthetic experience to be gained along a few yards of a public street—the kind of experience, free for all though it is, which should be regarded with awe. Here is a poetry of townscape that verges on the sublime, that rises to within an ace of perfection.

[Does this last hesitant and tentative qualification mar one's whole-spirited enjoyment of the experience? Surely it need not. It is one of the pleasures (and sometimes one of the pleasurable pains) of developing an eye for townscape that one can exercise one's imagination to appreciate what is absent as well as to enjoy what exists (and who knows but that, with a little luck, it may be possible to persuade some powerful person in authority to supply the missing feature, for future generations to enjoy?—such a feature, for example, as a simple single tree). In this great unfolding which we have just seen, is not the middle-height at the southern end of the view a shade insufficient? Is not the total effect a thought hard in its unrelieved geometric stone? And would not a nobly proportioned tree occupying the forcourt of St Mary's in Radcliffe Square, in place of the present rambler roses and other suburban effects, provide equally in summer and winter just that additional height and that natural foil which would give perfection? To one pair of eyes, at least, it would. Nevertheless, we must not let the awareness of what is not tease us out of the enjoyment of what is; and, in spite of this possibility of small improvement, this south-

Cutte Street. 1. Bodleian cube. 2. St Mary's spire and Radcliffe rotunda emerging.

3. Radcliffe dome coming in. 4. The sequence complete.
Town and Townscape: The Work and Life of Thomas Sharp is a collaborative project between Newcastle University's Library Special Collections and School of Architecture and Planning and Landscape. It will make a major resource on the town planner and writer Thomas Sharp accessible for scholarship for the first time. The project is funded by The Arts and Humanities Research Council, AHRC.

Thomas Sharp

Thomas Sharp (1901-1978) was a key figure in town planning in the mid-twentieth century. The concepts he developed in his writings and plans have been of enduring significance and influence on thinking about planning and design for both practitioners and academics in the UK and beyond. One of his best known contributions was as a major influence on the development of ideas of townscape.

The mid-twentieth century was a period when public and professional interest in planning was at an all-time high. Sharp was a key figure in defining thinking about the forms that town and countryside should take, in reconciling existing and valued character with modernity, and in making these arguments accessible. His book Town Planning is the most widely-read ever on the subject and followed earlier influential polemical works. The plans he produced in the 1940s, primarily for historic cities such as Oxford, Exeter and Durham, were also hugely influential.